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CABINET
SEALS

H-DM Frame
Hawke H-DM is a low weight cable sealing solution, designed
for the sealing of electrical panel boards and cabinets against
external conditions.

H-DM FAMILY

CHARACTERISTICS
Available in three standard 120 mm width (internal) sizes (4, 6.3 and
6+6) and in two standard 60mm width (internal) sizes (1 and 5).
Designed to be bolted inside or outside the electrical panel
board/cabinet.
Materials: Aluminium.
IP protection.
To be sealed with Hawke DM series: DM tolerant and blank
sealing modules, DM compression system and stayplates.
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H-DM Frame

Installation references
page
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See accessories
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See installation guide
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CSDM

Compression Kit
Hawke CSDM Compression system is used in H-DM frames to compress
and seal the installation of cables and DM modules. It includes the
endpacker unit, 5mm filler strip and two stayplates. The 5mm filler strip
can be installed as either the top or bottom row of blocks within a H-DM
aperture.
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The extra 5mm strip is recommended to be placed on the bottom row of
the frame, along with one of the stayplates.

Installation Options
OPTION 1
(recommended)

OPTION 2

Option 1 (recommended): Endpacker and stayplate located in upper end of the frame. Dm50 compensation
module located on the bottom end, with a stayplate over it (never between module and frame).
Option 2: Enpacker, DM50 compensation module and 2 stayplates located in the upper end of the frame.
Each stayplate should be located in between the rubber components (endpacker-DM50 and
DM50-inferior modules).
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Tolerant blocks

Hawke DM tolerant blocks are designed to accommodate different cable
sizes passing through the frame.
Like all Hawke modules, its degree of flexibility allows cable diameter
variances and its colour-coding feature allows easy installation and onsite
inspection.
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DM

Blank blocks
Hawke DM blank modules are designed to fill spaces within the
frame which are not required for services, thus allowing spare
capacity for future requirements.
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STAYPLATES
Stayplates ensure the blocks in a Hawke rectangular system (tolerant and
blank ones) are fixed in position after compression.
A stayplate should be placed above each complete row of insert/filler
blocks. However, never on the last top row (underneath the compression
plate).
Available in AISI 304 stainless steel. AISI 316 and other
materials under request.
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